
 

 CREATING POLE FLOW  

FOR MIXED ABILITY CLASSES 

 

Why teach flow?  

Working on pole flow provides students with a new type of pole training 
which can be especially helpful for those students who may have hit a 
plateau, an injury, or returning from taking time off. For students struggling 
with inverting and tricks based classes, pole flow training can provide 
variety whilst still developing the strength needed to progress. Pole flow 
increases strength and flexibility as students often work at slower speeds 
and place muscles under tension for a longer period of time. This type of 
training, along with intermittent isometric holds, creates fitness benefits in 
strength endurance, cardiovascular health, and increases in the stability 
required throughout the core to achieve more difficult tricks and inverts 
higher up the pole.  

 

Flow reinforces foundation moves, as its grounding is built using basic pole tricks, these foundation tricks 
such as walks, cartwheels, scissor kicks, and slides to the floor, are essential in increasing loads to the 
shoulders, hips and core gently. Because flow is usually performed both sides it will maintain the use of 
both arms/shoulders and dual training, to encourage a smaller gap between dominant muscles/sides and 
non-dominant sides. This means it contributes to the prevention of injury for you and your students, which 
prolongs the retention of your students and your business.  

 

Planning flow for mixed ability classes 

Starting to create your own flow doesn’t need extensive choreography skills. If you can create a combination 
you can create choreography for pole flow. Just like when you create a lesson plan or a combination for pole 
fitness class, having aims and objectives for the flow can help. Here are some examples of objectives for a flow 
choreography: 

 

- To broaden knowledge of foundation steps. 
- To introduce students to linking moves and steps to spins.  
- To blend gestures with foundation moves. 
- To use different sections of the pole e.g. low down/floorwork. 
- To explore using other parts of the body in contact with the pole.  
- To increase the use of floor moves and merge them with spins. 
- To practise different ways down the pole and back up and onto the pole. 
- To practise working with both arms on the pole and both directions.  
- To improve expression or performance style. 
- To work around an injury. 

 

All these are suggestions as a place to start for an idea of creating a flow. Having an aim or objective for your 
flow will also mean it can fit with a lesson plan which has a similar aim or objective.  



Initially all students will learn the base skills and moves of flow. As these are practised over time the student 
becomes confident in the foundations and can begin to add layers of expression and creativity to their flow. 
These results are achieved by first practicing foundation moves and then layering on performance and 
style. 

An example of adding expression is to add a look to the audience or a gesture with the arm which interprets 
the feel or intention of the music. In flow you have the flexibility to teach the same sequence with or 
without expression. This means flow gives you more variety to offer regressions and progressions when 
teaching varying levels of students. When teaching a sequence to a mixed level group you can offer a 
progression to the students with more co-ordination and movement experience by suggesting they add a 
gesture, characterisation of the feel of the routine, or simply their own flair. 

To encourage expression in students with less experience you can introduce them to a number of tasks for 
example, introducing a feel or theme to the flow or by simply changing the speed and the dynamics of the 
moves to suit a song. This encourages musicality - the expression of music through movement.   

Remember, an advanced pole student won’t always be an advanced flow student. Many advanced pole students 
have trained strength tricks for long periods and neglected other areas of pole dance such as flow or 
choreography. They will likely have good foundational strength to hold the shoulders and core in moves but they 
may not have the technique to make the movement flow or look effortless. Similarly, a beginner student new to 
pole may have background experience in dance, flow and movement but lack the physical strength in the core 
and shoulders to hold the body correctly so as to show the shape in the body.  

 

Introducing flow to your classes 

You can teach flow as part of a regular class or a separate class. When you teach 
flow, you are introducing your students to learning choreography. This may be a 
skill you and your students have not explored before. Because flow can be taught 
as a small section of a standard pole class you can introduce this skill slowly by 
mixing flow moves and combos with pole skills which feel more familiar. 
Introducing flow as a small section of class is a great way to introduce these skills 
to students who would usually avoid attending a routines class or performing. It 
can be a more positive and less overwhelming introduction to learning 
choreography, sequences and working with music. This is a way of introducing 
flow is especially useful for students less confident in dance or movement. 

 

 

 

Lesson timings for including flow as part of a regular tricks/pole fitness class 

Warm up: Mobilise the joints, raise the pulse and perform dynamic stretches (10 minutes) 

Learning phase: Teaching base flow moves and short flow sequence (10 minutes) 

Performance phase: Run through the flow with music and cueing at least 2-3 times, reduce cueing a little 
each run-through (5-10 minutes) 

Teaching activity: Teaching new pole fitness tricks and transitions (20 minutes) 

Cool down: Mobilise and allow the heart rate to lower, then perform static stretches (5-10mins) 

 


